**LAPA SEMINAR:** Steven Wilf, LAPA Fellow; University of Connecticut
"Imagining and Beginning: Rethinking the Origins of American Law"

**Speaker:** Keith Whittington, Politics


**NEXT WEEK**

**Week of Oct. 31**

**BREAK WEEK – No public events this week**

**LAW-RELATED EVENTS OF INTEREST**

**Public Event**

**Wednesday, Oct. 27**
4:30 PM
101 Friend Center

Tanner Lecture on Human Values: Robert Putnam, Harvard University
"American Grace: Americans Are Religiously Devout and Religiously Divided, yet Religiously Tolerant. Why?"
Details at [http://uchv.princeton.edu/lectures_seminars/tanner_lectures.php](http://uchv.princeton.edu/lectures_seminars/tanner_lectures.php)

Sponsored by the University Center for Human Values

**Public Event**

**Thursday, Oct. 28**
4:30 PM
101 Friend Center

Tanner Lecture on Human Values: Robert Putnam, Harvard University
"American Grace: Religious Americans Are Nicer and Happier. Why?"
Details at [http://uchv.princeton.edu/lectures_seminars/tanner_lectures.php](http://uchv.princeton.edu/lectures_seminars/tanner_lectures.php)

Sponsored by the University Center for Human Values

**Public Event**

**Thursday, Oct. 28**
4:30 PM
Robertson Hall, Bowl 16

Timothy Jost, Robert L. Willett Family Professor of Law, Washington and Lee University School of Law
"The Changing Roles of the State and Federal Governments in a Reformed Health Care System"
Details at [http://wws.princeton.edu/event_rep/TomothyJost10_28/](http://wws.princeton.edu/event_rep/TomothyJost10_28/)

Sponsored by the Center for Health and Wellbeing

**SAVE THE DATE**

**Monday, Nov. 8**
4:30 PM
* Note location *

Library Lounge, Bendheim Center for Finance

LAPA SEMINAR: Tanya K. Hernandez, LAPA Fellow; Fordham University School of Law
"Hate Speech and the Language of Racism in Latin America: A Lens for Reconsidering Global Hate Speech Restrictions."

**Wednesday, Nov. 10**
6:30 PM

Crime and Punishment Workshop

John Pratt, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand
"Penal Excess and Penal Exceptionalism: Contrasts in Punishment between Anglophone and Scandinavian Societies"

If you would like to be included, e-mail Devah Pager at pager@princeton.edu


For event details and information about LAPA, please visit our website at [http://lapa.princeton.edu](http://lapa.princeton.edu)
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